Honor Plan mass meeting set for Thursday

Juniors elect B. J. Round new class gavel-swinger

The runoff election for those offices which were not filled in the freshman and junior classes by the class elections of October 12, was held last Friday. In spite of the proportionally few ballots cast, the voting was close in many cases.

In the freshman class, with 321 ballots cast, Wilton McDermott was elected over Iain Klingen by a close margin of 107 to 104, with seven other candidates carrying no presidential vote. A runoff candidate was only 11 votes shy of the total votes cast, so McDermott is a clear victor. Bob Deftos defeated William Pottenger for the freshman vice-president.

In the race for the secretary's office, Donald Annenberg came out ahead by several votes over Jack Converse, who won the ITSA multisport with an impressive showing. Herman Michels had the Student Union Board representative seat unopposed by John Dehnert, whose opponent was Howard E1.

A total of 178 votes were cast by the junior class for its offices. The second portion was a run-off election for the president of the Amphi Club, which was held last Friday. New vice-president is Timothy J. O'Leary, who polled a total of 119 votes.

ITSA plans for solidarity

In a move to increase inter-class solidarity, the ITSA has announced a regular bimonthly meeting of the class presidents and ITSA president with Dean Leon E. Green.

One of the functions of the governing body of students is to promote inter-class relations and to render decisions upon student complaints. The first of these meetings will be held on the 11th of November.

The president of each class, the ITSA president, Hugh Story, Dean Green, and, whenever his tentative schedule permits, President Henry H. Telford, will consider these recommendations of students for improvement. These recommendations will be passed to the president of the ITSA for action.

383 Technicians' head for military duty

At the present time ITIS boasts '333 members and students serving in the armed forces of the United States. This number is divided among the various branches of the service. For example, at the present time, 250 are in the navy and one in the RCAF.

Among the group are many tough men including a brigadier general, four colonels, sixteen majors, twenty-eight captains, nine lieutenants, one warrant officer, and several lieutenants.

Since July 1, '38 students have applied to the Air Forces Reserve Corps and of this number only 41 were accepted. The Air Force has been able to absorb all of these and is now ready to accept more.

The group of students left for the military service is not large, but it is a good group. Few of them have ever been in the service before, but they are all enthusiastic about it.

Illinois Tech goes to war!

During the past year, random mention has been made in TECHNOLOGY NEWS of the work of the US Army Reserve Corps. The contribution of Illinois Tech and its students to the war effort. The extent of this contribution is hereby summarized in this article. It is at once a revelation and a confirmation of the quickness of its success.

The purpose of this article is to introduce the students of the Illinois Institute of Technology and to give them an idea of the work they have been doing in the Navy.

The students of the class of 1942 have been working hard to prepare for the service. They have been studying the latest developments in war and have been preparing themselves for the work of the future.

If music lulls la bovine, well-

We are going to have music with our coffee. When it is very warm, the ITSA has already spent $30 for a public address system. We have purchased the necessary equipment to allow the students to use the system. It is out of the hands of the leadership to make decisions on this matter.

The period of broadcasting will be from 12 to 1 p.m. daily. The studio will be open to all students, and the studio will be open to all students who wish to use it.

ATTENTION

FIRST TECHNOLOGY NEWS
LOUISVILLE, KY.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1942
8:00 P.M. IN THE NEWS OFFICE
Letters to the Editor

Lately I have been listening to various individuals of this school who resent the fact that so few are doing so much for the student body. They do not like the idea of a SO-CALLED CLIQUE controlling most of the campus affairs. These individuals refuse to aid or to listen to, and they dislike the ideas that are presented by this SO-CALLED CLIQUE. I would like to inform these individuals of a few facts, because I am sick and tired of all their belly-aching.

First of all, to my knowledge there have been one individual who has tried or asked to be a member of TECHNOLOGY NEWS, Interscholastic Co-op, bookstores or any other activity of this sort that wasn’t accepted. This means that these individuals, yesterday, today or tomorrow who cares or doesn’t want to write one of these activities have every chance in the world of becoming an active member and eventually the leader of these campus affairs. Proof of this is that every issue of TECHNOLOGY NEWS asks for new staff members.

It is happen that most of these jobs do fall in a few student hands. This is unfortunate. Yes, but for whom is it unfortunate? Does the student body suffer or does this SO-CALLED CLIQUE suffer? I am inclined to think the latter.

The student body receives a newspaper worthy of any university or institute, its year book is held that a school would want and the Co-op bookstore need a nice dividend this last year.

Oh yes, I know, they’re a clique. This year book came out late. And one TECHNOLOGY NEWS is sometimes late and others are always on time. The Co-op bookstore doesn’t carry all of the books. There are all true. But let us see why they are true.

The handbook of students stays on the campus for just a few months before the student body may enjoy the afterlife. The handbook is a minor part of publications and activities. It is not unusual for boys to step up ALL NIGHT to do their jobs well, and then some of their SO-CALLED CLIQUE was found in a car parked outside at the time.

Why didn’t the staff do it themselves? Because there is a very small minority in this school who care enough about the school to put in hours and hours of work and get paid. NO, IT IS NOT TRUE. There are two factors that are involved in this: the handbook isn’t written with the best intentions of all students in mind; and the handbook isn’t written with any intentions of all students in mind.

I submit that the accelerated work program that we have been subjected to leaves us very little time for extra-curricular activities but if a group of boys are willing to put this time in, why do the “bobby-acters” continue to resist their efforts? These fellows don’t ask for praise, but they do expect a bit of cooperation and a few words of thanks.

I read to these disinterested and ask that in the future, instead of approaching this so-called clique and “running off at the mouth,” I ask them, “Well, how are you doing a tough job and that you mean well for the school as a whole, we think there are a few things that you are doing wrong. Here are our suggestions. We’d like to help you and we’d be glad to discuss and co-operate with you in the future.”

If this correspondence is refused then I have a right to know. But if you become an active member of the group of students who are interested in BT, then you too will appriciate the difficulties that they are faced with.

Think of this situation a second. What if this SO-CALLED clique were to drop out of everything that they do. What will happen then? I will tell you. Nothing will happen. This clique will be the dominant group. Almost every activity would become stagnant until someone did something that they did not want to do and would resign. You are the leader.

By Robert L. Rose

Honor system—its conception

There has been much confusion regarding the background of the establishment of the Honor System. It is the purpose of this article to trace the steps in the founding of the Honor System proposed for this school.

The actual proposition of an Honor System as a product of only the present seniors. It is certain that the idea had occurred to many people, especially members of the Faculty and Administration previous to now but nothing had actually been done about it.

Early in the past summer several members of Tau Beta Pi decided to do something about it. A committee was formed, consisting of six members from that organization. These men were not potential candidates, but ordinary students who desired to do something to better the school. There were three mechanical engineers, one the Intramural Sports Manager of the Tau Sigma, another president of Tau Beta Pi. The Honorary Council, and a third, a member of Psi Tau Sigma, and who had earned high marks in all branches of the sciences. These were two chemists, one the Editor-in-chief of the RIT, and the other a graduate student. The ranker was an electrical engineer of the IEEE.

The committee contracted the school president, vice-president, and undergraduates to sign them. Their approval was uniform. In addition, the chairman of the department of mathematics was appointed chairman of the faculty committee to work on details and represent the faculty in the system.

The student committee was organized by seven members of the university who were known to have honor system experience. On the basis of their recommendations, the first draft was made and presented to the students of the senior class for criticism. The results of this meeting and the recommendations of the faculty committee were combined into a revised form for the Honor System, which is the one that has been presented to the students.

The Honor System petition was conceived to send an air of terror into the Honor System in the minds of the students. The final acceptance of the system is the result of the efforts of the students and the faculty of the system. The petition is to be formed and is to be submitted at the earliest possible date in the institution. 

SUNRISE

The last opportunity to order any class rings will be Friday, May 13, through Chittick or Dick Roberts for any further information. Orders must be placed by Friday.
Miss Lippert takes over

Miss Vivian Lippert has arrived. She is the Director of Food and Service at the Illinois Institute of Technology. According to Raymond Speck, Business Manager of IT, it shall be her duty to "improve the service and standards of both camps." Mr. Speck further assured the students that "Miss Lippert, I think, is the solution of our lunchroom troubles."

The new manager has a bachelor of science degree in Home Economics from Oklahoma A & M. She managed the cafeteria at boy's dormitory. After her graduation, Miss Lippert has been staff director at the Michael Reese Hospital.

"It is easily seen that many changes are needed," said the new manager. "Naturally it will take time but there will be many changes in the near future," she continued. Miss Lippert expressed the desire that she hear all the complaints on the lunchroom.

The manager's time will be divided between the west and south campuses. She says, "If you have any trouble seeing me, please make an appointment".

Army-Navy

(Abridged from page 1)

Enrollment facts bared by registrar

Enrollment statistics, released last week by W. E. Kelly, registrar, indicate the extreme of Illinois Tech's contribution to the war effort.

Total enrollment at Armour, according to Mr. Kelly, is 20686. Of these, the greatest number, 2646, are in the mechanical engineering department.

Other departments with their enrollment are: co-operative mechanical engineering, 487; chemical engineering, 328; electrical engineering, 221; civil engineering, 150; architecture, 81; fire protection engineering, 60; science, 41; industrial engineering, 24; and geotechnical engineering, 10.

The largest individual class is, of course, the freshman, with a total of 697 students; sophomore number, 740; junior, 385; senior, 234; graduate students, 67; and part-time students, 29. These figures are for the regular day school, not including co-operative students.

In the co-op department, out of a total of 491, freshman number, 107; sophomores, 99; juniors, 60; seniors, 62; and 1, graduate students, only 29 are still in the B group co-ops, and only 29 are listed as members of the A group.

Students' day celebrated

International Students' Day will be observed on November 17 at colleges and universities throughout the world. It is scheduled by Dr. W. Pratt, general secretary of International Student Service. The purpose of the day is to commemorate the closing of the Czech universities and the brutal murder of over 160 Czech students by the Nazis in Prague on November 17, 1939.

At the same time, the observance of International Students' Day will mark the determination of the free students of the world to fight for freedom.

Plans for International Students' Day are already far advanced. The International Student association, which met in Washington, D.C., on September 2 to 5, unanimously adopted a resolution calling on the 53 national affiliates to plan for suitable observances.

United States colleges are planning conversations, chapel services, and general meetings which will be addressed by educators, scholars, and students. A two-minute period of silence at 11:00 a.m. will honor those who have lost their lives in the struggle for democracy.

Complete bughouse

Mr. Pardee, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, has announced the completion of the remodelling of the building on 34 Street. This building now becomes part of the illf campus. It has been dubbed the "bughouse" and is the official name of the building will be "victory hall."

This building was remodelled for the purpose of relief, the building will be used as a dormitory. Regular classes are beginning to be held in the building. The classes which are held in the building consist mostly of freshmen. When the building is not in use for classes, the rooms will be made available for student activities.

"Greenie" co-op plans elections

Quick action will be forthcoming on the September L-A co-op meeting held last Tuesday. The "Horie" won the necessary votes necessary for the offices of president, vice-president and secretary-treasurer, and since the new groups are mixed in with the regular day school classes, some fancy amateur detective work is in prospect.

Possible nominations for ISA and SUSC representatives were suggested but it is believed that a general election of all co-op's will be held in the near future. The student body is an upper class act as representatives for the administration.

The necessity of group participation in the election of co-op representatives was also mentioned as a contributing factor in giving the new co-op a well-organized appearance.

International Students' Day was first observed in England in 1940. Last year colleges in China, Great Britain, India, the United States and South America participated in elaborate ceremonies.
STEAM SHOVEL

We begin this week with a resolution of the garbage can taken by us last Saturday night. It seems that Bob Long, the supervision-profilo chief, has been having a bit of social life without the knowledge of his superiors. For those who are curious, the story is that Bob has made many phone calls on the company to find out who has a problem with garbage cans. This has led to a series of meetings at various locations across the company. At a recent meeting, Bob asked to have the garbage cans brought to his workshop. He then proceeded to tell the workers that they would be working on the garbage cans. The story has spread among the workers, and it seems that Bob is now considering the idea of a garbage can workshop on a regular basis.

CO-OPERATION

The big dog of the near future will be the election of a CAC representative to the ITSA. The Student Union of Salt Lake City representative will be voted on May 14. Eligibility for the position is limited to third and fourth year men for this election. However, all co-ops with the exception of the freshman will vote. It is estimated that 2000 men and 30 women will be running for each co-op. At a co-op meeting, the duties of these offices will be reviewed and the candidates will have an opportunity to say a few words. Those important positions affecting the welfare of all co-ops will be made at a point to cast your vote.

BEHIND THE CURTAINS

Well, here we go again—right behind the curtains. So much it begins to happen here. Here that something should come out on the stage, pretty quick. Probably within the next two weeks we ought to have some broad and startling changes along the line. And, you can't wait to see them.

Hugh Story has arranged to have two presidents from out of state present. Particularly the next two weeks should be interesting. It seems that some of those presidents did something besides hold a title. That includes the seniors one. Some of these mailing reminders to be seen.

Dean Provost has imposed a "get tough" policy for those who do not show up on time. He means business. He had better keep it up for it will work miracles.

The hip pads have come and the boys are for them. Not to worry, that they are stickin' around. Probably within the next few weeks we'll find more than one co-op where there are no hip pads.

CO-OPERATION

ABOUT THE MEN IN THE SERVICE: PICC, Marshall Minor, of the US Marines, dropped in last Wednesday, to confer on transfer matters for 2A co-ops now in the service. Picc, O. Osland 490 T.S.B. 211 Sheppard Field, Texas as a Letter Writer, Manager Sub-In. Unita, Texas

These fellows would appreciate a note from their old friends at ITF, so let's drop them a line.

Reynold Smith, the returning senior, sends out just last week to begin training as an aviator student.

SEEN READING: The name of Mike Jones comes now appearing in the notes from the first, second, and third year co-op correspondents. Jack Mosman has been steadily improving his technique for the track team. John Jones is working for the beauty of 210 Chippen. It is rumored that he has spent June every month.

More sports. Bob Effert 2A has been making serious efforts to lead him to the last. We know he has seen twenty-three minutes. I'll bet for the most time. He was a trail of cream from the cafeteria to the swimming pool. It seems that a man worth cents of ice cream can make.

The 2A co-ops have the football teams of the week 2A, 37; 1A, 0; 3A, 15. Perhaps this explains why Coach Heber heredson has returned to track practice giving the group of dirt horses to Nick Sphinter. Nick will tell you anything about the sports in the cafeteria, the offices, the "Golden Boy" All-Annex, 5A. Upon finishing his course, "after lunch," he went to the nude room. There was a trail of cream from the cafeteria to the swimming pool. It seems that a man worth cents of ice cream can make.

COURE DATE: No, the hydraulics courses have not been made part of the 1955-56 curriculum. The tenure of Phil Grambo, Bob Langeree, and Jack Schmitt, all of 5A, are in the "cage" on Thursday afternoon is that they enjoyed hydraulics so much that last time they have to try it again; also "water paddles" would like to graduate in January. So, a course in Personnel Management was scheduled for the scheduled Labor and State Courses in the last quarter. The most enthusiastic supporters of the change have been the 2A co-ops. This explains why conditions there are still better than usual.
The Honor System

PURPOSE:
The purpose of the Honor System is to make men of sterling character and integrity so fitting for the engineering profession and in this day and age to make officials and gentlemen for the United States armed services. The program is not designed to police anyone, to make sure that everyone tells the truth. It is designed to help to develop the man here in the practices of honor.

HONOR BOARD:
The policy that is set up must have teeth in it so far as people go for enforcing the SYSTEM. The administration of the BOARD, the honor system is the honor board. The board will be composed of eight (8) men, and there shall be 2 seniors, 2 juniors, 1 senior, 1 freshman, 1 co-op, and 1 B-C coop. For the starting of the SYSTEM, the board will be chosen by Campus leaders and faculty members. The second board will be chosen by the freshmen and sophomore class and will operate until the fall semester of 1965. The board will not be dissolved until the spring semester of 1965. The board to succeed this board will be elected in May 1965 by the students from the various classes. The board will meet at least once a month.

DUTIES OF THE BOARD:
The board shall decide to the honor students to the honor system. The board shall keep up reminders of the SYSTEM before final examinations. The board shall meet at least once a month. The board shall have the final say in whether a student is guilty or not.

PERSONNEL:
MAUD A. ANDERSON, registrar's office.

Why is there no life so intolerable for BOB WESS? Why are those provisioning violations out of the closet and give him Goose bumps? Really, he's not such a bad fellow. He means well.

Well, guess this dad is starting to choke you chills up by this time, so we'll better change for more pain and suffering. It's not always the foe that gets the girl. It's the guy that gets the foie.

So don't you have any clothes on? And don't you have any clothes on? Let's hear what you've been doing! The Seventh Columnist.
Six

Touchball meet
narrowly: Soph Civils set pace

by CHF Oliver

The Senior Macks 1 continued to roll on last week, defeating the Soph Electrics by a score of 26 to 12. The Macks scored first on a pass from Al Dambrosio to Chad Swan, but failed to make the extra point. The score bounced back in a hurry, scoring on a long pass from Jack Shepard to Bob La Civita, as they also failed to convert. At halftime the score was 6-up.

In the second half, the Macks continued their scoring ways, counting on a pass from Chad Swan to Jack Byrne in the end zone. The conversion was successful. By now the Sophs were behind, although Zematis' return of La Civita's punt kept them from being totally out of it. The advanced Sophs failed to stop the Macks on any more scoring, although Zematis' punt return of 56 yards kept the Sophs in the game. At the end of five quarters, the final score was 26-12.

In the rainy weather, the Sophs continued to improve, counting on a pass from Chad Swan to Jack Byrne in the end zone. The conversion was successful. By now the Sophs were behind, although Zematis' return of La Civita punt kept them from being totally out of it. The advanced Sophs failed to stop the Macks on any more scoring, although Zematis' punt return of 56 yards kept the Sophs in the game. At the end of five quarters, the final score was 26-12.

Wagner named cage coach; Practice begins

Season opens Dec. 4 at home

Wagner named cage coach; Practice begins

Season opens Dec. 4 at home

With the first game only a month away, edt to look cage coach. Ed Wagner started the ball rolling immediately after his appointment. Coordinating with manager Larry Nadel, he is rapidly formulating the plan for this year's season. Wagner's goal is to have the team in peak condition by Dec. 4 when they open the season at home against Amherst.

The first action he is taking to improve the team's performance is the calling of a meeting for all candidates. An important change in the eligibility rules involved in the announcement that the "fraudulent rule" has been abolished. This means that sophomores, on either campus, who are not self-satisfied, should report to the coach. At its first meeting with new coaches, the EDU made a check of the players and their eligibility. The EDU is not satisfied with the players' attitude.

TALLIES

as found by Don Keigher

Roses, bouquets, and orchids. That's right. Why? Because Wagner is not in the sports page, but there are deserving of the praise that they deserve. They are due for the many improvements in the athletic scene at SNU during the last week.

First, and foremost, is Ed Wagner's appointment as the new basketball coach. Also, practice has been called and the basketball situation seems to have been straightened out. Now, backed by an enthusiastic and spirited student body, the team should go places.

Ed was indeed a wise choice for the post, to succeed one "Tommie" Meyer. He has gone through the mill here as a Tech student and athlete. He knows our problems and can deal with them accordingly. Also, not to be overlooked, is the fact that Ed knows basketball from the player, the spectator and coach angles—broadly thoroughly.

As a nucleus upon which to build the coming squad, Coach Wagner will have Co-Captains Wally Furber and Jack Jacobs' book for the year. Not only are the players uniform, as well as Bob Kidd, Al Dambrosio, "Tommie" Jacobs' book, but the players in top form. North Central provides the opener on Dec. 4, and if the TALLIES present plans are adhered to, they will take a lot of work to iron out all the wrinkles before the first game.

As a nucleus upon which to build the coming squad, Coach Wagner will have Co-Captains Wally Furber and Jack Jacobs' book for the year. Not only are the players uniform, as well as Bob Kidd, Al Dambrosio, "Tommie" Jacobs' book, but the players in top form. North Central provides the opener on Dec. 4, and if the TALLIES present plans are adhered to, they will take a lot of work to iron out all the wrinkles before the first game.

Intramurals branch out, ping-pong next

With the sight of the mind of Olney in the Furber field, his plan will be final with the gathering of the many of our valiant intramural football men in their field. The ITA set aside the Monday, Nov. 29, for the enjoyment of the university. In addition to the players, their wives and parents should have quite a number of skillful table handers among the seven hundred freshmen, while the upperclassmen undoubtedly hold a number of men adept in the art who will be able to provide the reminiscence of the evening.
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CUFF NOTES

As far as we can determine, only two captains of Tech teams have receivedtds. These two didn't because of the war emergency, and may some day come back and get them. ... Ed Wagner is back to the latter only three other times, according to his report. The "Tommie" and "Cats" are on the polls for this year. It seems as if all the polls are right this year.

Zematis' and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league. Zematis and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league. Zematis and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league. Zematis and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league.
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Always one of the most popular sports with brazny Touchhorks, wrestling has this season found one of the biggest crowds of grappling gawlers ever to meet and mix and mest homes. That this boys are getting expert helpthey are in the top three in the country. Zematis' and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league. Zematis and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league. Zematis and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league. Zematis and Jacobs' coaching can help us to determine the leaders of the league.
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You can help save 29,000 hours a day

Q: How can you save 29,000 hours a day? A: By using the Ball System. The Ball System is a technology that helps you keep yourself safe by alerting others to potential dangers. By pressing the Ball System button, you can send a signal to others, who can then take action to prevent injuries. This technology is especially useful for first responders, who can quickly diagnose and respond to emergencies.
**MAN of the WEEK**

Mario Rocc Silla is definitely one of the outstanding personalities on the south campus of Illinois Tech. His participation in scholastic and extra-curricular activities has contributed significantly to the athletic field with highest averages in his major letter and subsequently was elected into Honor. At present, he is a graduate of the Physics Department.

**Kappa Phi Delta**

Last Saturday the Kappas had their informal rush of the homecoming festivities.

**Zeta Beta Alpha**

Climing a week of rush lectures and activities, Zeta Beta Alpha fraternity is preparing for its major events at the home of Brother Lynn.

**Russ Heeren thrills Sigmas**

Having passed over the threshold of the Lewis gymnasium, the Sigma’s “Whitish Whirl” held on October 20, the many guests were greeted by the harmonious sounds of music, played by Russ Heeren and his orchestra.

**GREENWOOD’S BOOK STORE**

1953 W. Madison Street
Lewis Institute Bldg.
Sears 3489
Our 28th Year

Open evenings until 10:00 p.m.

We carry a large line of Handbooks and Reference books
Fountain pens - Zipper case

**BOOKS and SUPPLIES for IIT Students**